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1. Introdu tion

Text networks arise in many situations:

•

the Wikipedia is a network whose nodes are arti les and whose edges are
hyperlinks; ea h arti le
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•

itation networks;

•

Internet webpages.

ontains text;

One would like to use information in the text to improve network models of
onne tivity, or growth and

hange, and use network information to improve topi

dis overy.

Progress would enable one to nd holes in the Wikipedia, improve re ommender
systems, and in rease

li k-through rates for Internet advertisements.

A fair amount of previous work has been done in this area. The two main approa hes
involve:

•

Natural language models

•

Bag-of-words models.

The latter approa h ignores semanti
a

information: I am not a

rook and Am I not

rook provide equivalent signal.
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In

ontrast, natural language models attempt to in lude semanti

ontext of text networks, there is a

onne tion to the Semanti

information. In the

Web ( f. Allan Collins

and Tim Berners-Lee), whi h attempts to provide hypertext metadata to provide a
web of data that

an be pro essed dire tly and indire tly by ma hines (Berners-Lee).

Natural language models are really hard. Oddly, the bag-of-words models are insanely
su

essful for many purposes.

In pra ti e, many resear hers use
into a bag-of-words analysis. An
relatively high probability of

o-o

n-grams to in orporate some semanti information
n-gram is a sequen e of n word stems that has
urring (e.g., President of the United States).

A word stem is a base word. The words swam, swum, swim, swimming all
map to the same base. It is usually helpful to ignore tense, plurals, and other minor
variations.
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For example, if the rst word is how then with high probabability the next word will
be are or  an or is or will or do or a handful of others. And the third word is,
with fairly high probability, one of you or we or I or one or my or your or
Mom and so forth. This ripple of ex ess probability attens out to something

lose

to baseline after about 8 or 9 words.

English has a window of about 8 to 9 before the Shannon entropy measure gets really
high. Thus, after being told a spe i

word in a

ommuni ation, the

onditional

probability of the eighth or ninth word after that is essentially the raw frequen y of
that word.

Latent Semanti

Indexing is a pro edure that addresses semanti

synonomy and polysemy by interpreting the meaning of words in the

problems of
ontext of other

words in the same do ument.

Synomyms are an issue for

n-grams.

a ross multiple sequen es. But LSI

Probability for the same meaning gets allo ated
an re ognize synonyms:

•

redu e the de it by taxing job

•

redu e the national debt by taxing fat

reators
ats
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lead to the

n-gramsjob

reators and fat

ats being nearby in term spa e.

Polysemy is harder; it requires disambiguations, and one wants to use only

ues in the

text, not domain knowledge, to do this.

For example, Grateful Dead

an refer to a ro k band or to a genre of German

folktale. If the do ument in ludes the words musi  or drugs or Haight-Ashbury
then the

ontext suggests the former meaning. But if the do ument

wood utter or  on or magi

ontains

goose then the latter sense is implied.

LSI does singular value de omposition on a
sometimes

alled

orresponden e analysis ( f. Benzé ri, 1973).

LSI starts with a term-do ument matrix
orpus, the

ontingen y table of text. This is

X.

The rows

olumns list all do uments, and the

normalizes for the relative frequen y of
frequen y of the word in the
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The SVD nds matri es

T, S

n-gram

ells

onsist of all
ontain

n-grams

in the

ounts. Then one

within the do ument and the relative

orpus.

and

D

su h that

X = T SD ′

where

• S

is a diagonal matrix

• T

is the term matrix whose rows are eigenve tors that dene the term spa e,

• D

ontaining the singular values,

is the do ument matrix whose

olumns are eigenve tors that dene the

do ument spa e.
If

n-grams

are near in term spa e, they are synonyms; if they have

polysemi . Usually it is good to trun ate the

S

matrix.

lusters, they are

Currently, topi

models are the popular approa h. Most use some form Latent

Diri hlet Allo ation (LDA), by Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2002). The generative model for
assigning words to do uments is as follows:

•

For ea h topi , draw

φk ∈

v
IR from a Diri hlet distribution with parameter

this determines the distribution over the vo abulary for topi

•

For do ument

Dj ,

draw

θ j ∈ IRK

α;

k.

from a Diri hlet distribution with parameter
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whi h determines the extent to whi h do ument

Dj

parti ipates in ea h of the

β,
K

topi s.

•

Dj , rst draw a single topi zi from
the one-trial multinomial with parameter θ j . If one draws the ith topi , then the
word is hosen as a single draw from the one-trial multinomial with parameter φi .

Independently, for ea h word in do ument

LDA

hooses topi s for ea h do ument a

then,

onditional on a topi , the vo abulary is

Diri hlet distribution.

ording to one Diri hlet distribution, and
hosen a

ording to its

orresponding

This generative model is often des ribed through a plate diagram, whi h represents
the relationships between the me hanisms for

omposing do uments as random

mixtures of topi s, with vo abulary drawn independently, with probabilities
depending upon the topi .
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2. Politi al Blogs: A Case Study

The politi al blogosphere is a dynami
will respond to or referen e

network of do uments. Dis ussion on one site

omments in other do uments, and there is a

lear sense

that important memes get passed around within the network.
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To study this, we s raped the text from the 1,509 top U.S. politi al blogs (as
determined by

Te hnorati)

between Jan. 1 2012 and De . 31 2012.

The importan e of a politi al blog is estimated by

Te hnorati

based on the the site's

standing and relevan e in the blogosphere as determined by the relevan e of its
ontent and link behavior.

As a starting point, our analysis fo used on blog posts that dis ussed the Trayvon
Martin shooting on Feb. 26, 2012.

When dealing with diverse sour es, one requires

omplementary skill sets. The

resear h team in luded:

•

Computer s ientists at MaxPoint Intera tive, a start-up in the Resear h Triangle
that does

omputational advertising. They s raped and tokenized the text (after

de laring robot status and following all robot proto ols).

•

Justin Gross and various politi al s ien e students at UNC-Chapel Hill.
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They veried the

Te hnorati

ratings, re ommended spe i

news events for

examination, and hand-validated a random sample of the s raped text.

•

Tim Au and David Banks, statisti ians at Duke University. We t topi

models

and network models.

The initial tokenization was problemati . The MaxPoint software removed all
three-letter words (e.g., NRA, EPA, DHS, and so forth). And there was a good bit of
ba k-and-forth initially, as various quality issues were sorted out.

As

ontext, re all that Trayvon Martin was an unarmed 17-year-old Afri an-Ameri an

teenager who was shot by George Zimmerman in a gated

•

Zimmerman was the neighborhood wat h

ommunity in Sanford, FL.

oordinator for the

ommunity. He

thought Martin was a ting suspi iously, and reported him to the poli e.

•

The poli e instru ted Zimmerman not to approa h the suspe t, but were
disregarded.

•

Zimmerman

laims that Martin atta ked him, and he used his gun in self-defense;

initially, he was not
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•

harged with any

rime.

About 10 days after the shooting, the story exploded in the national media. The
dis ussion in luded issues of ra ism, ina

urate and biased

overage, and legal

questions.

•

On May 3, Zimmerman was

harged with se ond degree murder and pled not

guilty.

Of the 114,611 blog entries that were s raped, 1,103 from 145 domains mention
Trayvon one or more times. This was the

orpus for analysis, together with links to

made by those posts to any other of the 145 domains.

There were some data quality problems. Known issues in lude:

•

In onsistent dating proto ols between blog sites.

•

The s raped text did not mat h the on-line text (≈ 8% of the domains).

•

S raping

aptured reader

omments (≈ 27% of the domains).

To validate, politi al s ien e students rated a sample of posts for relevan e and
a

ura y.
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To begin the analysis of the text, we rst identied the
(tokenized)

n-grams

n-grams.

The most

were:

georg zimmerman

trayvon martin

self defens

year old

dont know

stand ground law

presid obama

stand ground

afri an ameri an

look like

unit state

trayvon martin

bara k obama

dont think

law enfor

fox news

hate

rime

ivil right

ase

ommon

As a small digression before the network study,

onsider a sentiment analysis of the

data. Sentiment analysis involves trying to determine whether a do ument has a
positive, negative, or neutral tone. Irony and sar asm make this hardhumans agree
only about 80% of the time.

AFINN is a list of 2,477 English words s ored from -5 to 5 in terms of positive/negative
onnotation (and negation reverses the sign). To redu e situational bias, before
measuring the tones of the blog posts we removed terms that had negative asso iation
but whi h were ne essarily relevant to the event; e.g., kill, gun,

rime.
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To measure the polarity of a do ument, let

w

and let

sw

dw

be the number of o

urren es of word

be the AFINN s ore of that word. Then the polarity of a do ument is

P
dw sw
∈ [−1, 1]
polarity = P
dw |sw |

We now identify the words in the blog posts that were dierentially used between
posts that had positive tone (i.e., polarity greater than 0.2) and those that had
negative tone (polarity less than -0.2).
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Next we used LDA, whi h found ve topi s in the blog posts. To
topi s, these are the
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[1℄
money
log
s ream
donat
dave
voi
perjuri
expert
bond
paypal
owen
bail
forens
omara
websit

n-gram

[2℄
obama
presid
state
law
ameri an
year
ale
govern
gun
group
republi an
demo rat
war
nation
legisl

hara terize those

tokens that loaded most heavily on ea h of the topi s:

[3℄
think
dont
omment
would
even
peopl
like
one
make
get
thing
know
use
point
say

[4℄
georg zimmerman
trayvon martin
poli
law
gun
ase
would
self defens
said
harg
prose utor
evid
shot
state
shoot

[5℄
trayvon martin
bla k
white
georg zimmerman
media
news
sharpton
ra ial
year
hoodi
look
said
fox
death
ra e

LDA topi s are interpreted impressionisti ally:

•

Topi

1 seems to fo us on the

is the forensi

ourt

ase (O'Mara is Zimmerman's attorney, Owen

audiologist, and Zimmerman's dis losure of money raised from

supporters on PayPal be ame a legal issue).

•

Topi

2 relates to politi al aspe ts of the story.

•

Topi

3 ree ts the so ial fun tion of blogging, and absorbs many unspe i
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words.

•

Topi

4 is about the fa ts in the evolving story.

•

Topi

5 is about ra ism.

The topi

weights

an be viewed as

ovariates that enable one to t a dynami

network model to predi t where links will form and how memes get passed among the
blogs.
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The blog network for the Trayvon Martin dis ussion when the event was noti ed by
national media.

3. Network Models

As the movie showed, there is interesting network stru ture in blogs as well as topi
stru ture. So we want to build a dynami

network model as well.

Their has re ently been a lot of work on network models. I'll mostly talk about
so iology and statisti s, but this omits:
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•

mathemati ians, who developed graph theory,

hara teristi

polynomials,

hypergraphs, and tools su h as the Lapla ian spe trum of a graph;

•

bio hemists, who pioneered the use of feedba k loops and

ompartmental

modeling (e.g., for PK/PD metabolism);

•

ma hine learners, who led the way in tting dynami
very

•

models to very large and

omplex data sets.

physi ists, who developed s ale-free and preferential atta hment models.

So ial networks, a major and popular strand of network s ien e, began with work by
Georg Simmel in the 1900s and was extended by Ja ob Moreno in the 1930s.

Simmel introdu ed the

on ept of dyads and triads, emphasizing the fa t that

human behavior is not well-des ribed in terms of individual

hoi e, but rather needs

explanation in terms of relationships among sets of people.
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The term Simmelian ties refers to three-way relationships, and there is psy hologi al
eviden e that this is how normative behaviors are enfor ed. (God is wat hing or I'll
tell Mom.)

Moreno introdu ed the so iogram, whi h is the expli it representation of relationships
among agents in terms of nodes and edges in a graph.

This early work sort of petered out, hindered by the di ulty of getting good data
and the la k of mathemati al sophisti ation. But so iologists developed some key
data sets that have shaped subsequent resear h:

•

Stanley Milgram (1967)

onta ted random people in Omaha and Wi hita, and

asked them to relay a pa kage to a target

onta t person in Boston, with the

ondition that ea h stage of the relay had to be someone known on a rst-name
basis. The analysis supported Karinthy's six degrees of separation hypothesis
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(although it did not properly handle the undelivered pa kages).

•

Samspon (1968) studied so ial relations (whom they liked, disliked, and sought
advi e from) among 25 noviates in a monasti

ommunity in New England.

Measurements were taken at ve points in time, whi h allowed longitudinal
insight into an internal

oni t that led to the expulsion of four of the aspirants.

Other key datasets in lude Kapferer's data on relations among female workers in an
Afri an

loth fa tory, and Potterat et al.'s study of sexual relationship networks in

Colorado Springs.

An interesting so iology example is a study of Jeerson High data on sexual links
among 832 high s hool students reported by Bearman, Moody and Stovel (1995).
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The Jeerson High data are aggregated over six months, so the STD threat is
slightly overemphasized in the graph. But it is
omponent, and many dis onne ted

lear that there is a large

onne ted

omponents.

The resear hers found that there were strong tenden ies for ra ial and smoking

homophily, and for gender heterophily.

The resear hers generated random networks that had the same degree
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same ra ial/smoking/gender

ounts, the

ross-links, and the simulated networks looked very

dierent (more  lumpy) than the real one.

Then they added an extra

ondition, to ex lude four- y les. That is, if Bob and Carol

are together, and Ted and Ali e are together, but later Bob and Ali e get together,
the new

ondition says that Ted and Carol

annot get together. (In high s hool, there

is no status gain when two dumpees hook up.)

Simulations with this new

onstraint looked like the real network.

4. Statisti s

The statisti al
introdu ed the

ommunity be ame involved in 1976, when Holland and Leinhardt

p1

model. This des ribes a dire ted graph, in whi h edges point

from one node to another.
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The

p1

model says that the probability

ln

pij

of an edge from node

i

to node

j

satises:

pij
= µ + αi + βj + γij + ǫij
1 − pij

µ ree ts the average onne tivity of the network, αi is the expansiveness
node i, βj represents the attra tiveness of node j , and γij aptures re ipro ity,
the in rease in pij that o urs if there is already an edge from node j to node i.
where

This is just a logisti

regression. And all the information is dydadi .

of

This early model is inadequate. For example, it:

•

assumes that all dyads are independent;

•

does not a

•

treats node

•

is stati

•

treats only binary relationships (i.e., edges are present or absent; they are not

ount for

ovariate information;

hara teristi s as xed ee ts;

rather than dynami ;

weighted nor multivariate);
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•
•
•

onsiders only dyads rather than multi-way relationships;
bidire tional relationships are not realisti ally des ribed;
annot assess goodness-of-t.

Subsequent work addressed these de ien ies in various ways ( f. Goldenberg, Zheng,
Fienberg and Airoldi, 2009).

Nonetheless, this was a revolutionary step forward in the eld. It was the rst
mathematization of the intuitions that so iologists had been dis ussing.

Frank and Strauss (1986) realized that one
theory, and developed the

p∗

ould use tools from spatial pro ess

lass of models, or the exponential random graph

models (ERGMs). These models an handle non-dyadi relations.

In the ERGM family, the probabilty of observing a graph

IP[G

= g] ∝ exp[

X

ηA

A
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where

A

is a graph

only if all pairs of variables in

As for the

p1

an ERGM.

with binary links

{gij }

is

gij ]

gij ∈A

onguration (e.g., dyads, triads, four- y les) su h that distin t

ongurations are independent, and

This redu es to the

Y

g

p1

A

ηA

is a free parameter that is non-zero if and

are dependent.

model when the

ηA

is non-zero only for edge

model, there is a straightforward way to in lude

onne tions.

ovariate information in

A dierent kind of extension of the

p1

model is to a latent spa e model (Ho, Raftery,

and Hand o k, 2002). In a latent spa e model, dyadi
things: observed

relations are explained by two

ovariates, and unobserved so ial distan e in a latent spa e.

The model is

ln

pij
= µ + α′ X i + β ′ X j + γ ′ X ij − kz i − z j k + ǫ
1 − pij

where the rst terms are as in the
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has a metri

k·k

ovariate form of the

on the latent spa e, in whi h

a tors. Sin e the latter

zi

and

p1

zj

model, and the last term

are the positions of the

annot be observed, one has to estimate those (using Markov

hain Monte Carlo).

The intuition is that if two a tors are distant in the latent spa e, then they are
unlikely to form a link.

Often when one ts a latent spa e model, it turns out that by examining the
estimated positions of the a tors, one

an infer the axes of the latent spa e.

5. Con lusions

Network models and topi
topi s inferen e

models are are hot new s ien es. With text networks,

an improve network modeling and network models

an improve topi

dis overy.

Key ingredients in lude logisti

regression models to predi t link probabilities from
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ovariates, feedba k me hanisms, and ts with

luster stru ture, pres ribed degree

distributions, and small world features. Latent spa e ideas have be ome very
popularthey provide automati

liquing, good visuals, and are often interpretable.

Current resear h interest is fo used on dynami
su h are still weak and largely

network data, but our models for

onsist of simple extensions of stati

models. The two

ase studies did not get into the modeling details, in part be ause the methodology is
still quite ad ho .

Movies are a ni e way to show network dynami s.

